Commonwealth Utilities Corporation
Office of the Executive Director

INVITATION FOR BIDS
CUC-IFB-15-005, Rev. 1

W-4, W-5 AND W-6 SEWER LIFT STATION ELIMINATION

ADDENDUM NO. 1

Dated: March 31, 2015

1. **General**: The following revisions, additions, corrections, and/or clarifications to the specifications and drawings shall apply to the work affected thereby. Careful note of this Addendum shall be taken by the bidder/contractor, and all trades affected shall be fully advised of the information contained herein. In the event of a conflict between drawings, specifications and this Addendum, the contents of this addendum shall govern. All further conflicts in the work result from, or cause by, the contents of this Addendum must be brought to the attention of the Contracting Officer for resolution. **Failure to acknowledge this bid Addendum in accordance with instructions may subject your bid to rejection on the affected item(s)/service(s).**

Please **CHANGE**, **ADD** or **REMOVE** according to the following instructions:

**Invitation for Bids**

2. Pre-Bid Conference: **DELETE** “mandatory”.

**Technical Specifications**

3. Section 03 31 29 Marine Concrete, **REMOVE** required epoxy coating on rebar. Standard rebar to be in accordance with Section 03 20 00 Concrete Reinforcing.

**Plans**

4. Drawing C-2, W-5 Lift Station Detail: **REMOVE** “Removal of (E) trees and light posts shown in the screened background are part of DPW’s proposed road intersection improvements and not included in this contract, see note 3.”

5. Drawing C-10, Detail 2, Typ. Unpaved Area Pipe Trench & Bedding, Double Pipe Trench Detail: **CHANGE** from PVC WATER LINE to SEWER LINE.

6. Drawing C-13, Detail 1, Wet Well and Valve Vault: **CHANGE** wet well wall thickness from 12” to 14”.

7. Drawing C-13, Detail 1, Wet Well and Valve Vault: **CHANGE** wet well minimum rebar cover on all concrete surfaces from 2” to 3”.

8. Drawing C-13, Detail 1, Wet Well and Valve Vault: **CHANGE** epoxy coated rebar to standard rebar and **ADD** Section 03 20 00 Concrete Reinforcing.
9. Drawing C-13, Detail 2, Concrete Valve Pad: **REMOVE** "with fiber resin".

10. Drawing C-13, Detail 3, Bar Screen and Vault: **ADD** attached detail.

11. Drawing C-13, Detail 3, Bar Screen and Vault: **CHANGE** epoxy coated rebar to standard rebar and **ADD** Section 03 20 00 Concrete Reinforcing.

12. Drawing C-13, Detail 3, Bar Screen and Vault: **ADD** Note: “Trowel-applied motorclad epoxy modified cementitious mortar resurfacer at an interior surface only.”

13. Drawing E-3, Single Line Diagram Detail: **CHANGE** the main breaker from 3P to 2P.

*All other terms and conditions in the Scope of Work, shall remain unchanged and in full force.*

[Signature]

**ALAN FLETCHER**

Executive Director